Yoel Rosby Introduction
Ladies and gentlemen, it’s now my privilege to introduce you to a man devoted to taking the Jewish
National Fund vision for our Homeland from vision to fruition
Yoel is a Lone Soldier and Israel Patriot, who moved from Chicago in 1998 to make Aliyah in Israel,
following in the footsteps of his four brothers. In the IDF, Yoel served as a sniper in an elite Search &
Rescue unit and was cited for “Special Excellence in Combat” and is currently an active reservist. Yoel
earned his B.A. degree in economics and politics and his MBA. After working in the finance industry, Yoel
became the director of public relations & development for Ammunition Hill, a partner of JNF. In 2017,
Yoel accepted a new position with JNF as National Projects Coordinator in JNF’s Israel operations. Yoel
continues his contributions to the Jewish state by serving as regional commander of a medic volunteer
core and working on a joint task force with police, EMS and search & rescue response teams. Yoel lives
near Jerusalem with his wife and their two sons.
Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome Jewish National Fund’s National Projects Coordinator, Yoel
Rosby

Yoel Rosby BIO
Yoel Rosby, JNF National Projects Coordinator (based in Jerusalem) is a Lone Soldier and Israel Patriot,
who moved from Chicago in 1998 to make Aliyah in Israel, following in the footsteps of his four brothers.
In the IDF, Yoel served as a sniper in an elite Search & Rescue unit and was cited for “Special Excellence
in Combat” and is currently an active reservist. Yoel earned his B.A. degree in economics and politics and
his MBA. After working in the finance industry, Yoel became the director of public relations &
development for Ammunition Hill, a partner of JNF. In 2017, Yoel accepted a new position with JNF as
National Projects Coordinator in JNF’s Israel operations. Yoel continues his contributions to the Jewish
state by serving as regional commander of a medic volunteer core and working on a joint task force with
police, EMS and search & rescue response teams. Yoel lives near Jerusalem with his wife and their two
sons. He sees it as his daily mission to take the Jewish National Fund vision for our Homeland from vision
to fruition.

